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Dear editor

Thank you sincerely for you and all the reviewers’ work concerning our paper entitled “The mediating role of resilience in the relationship between stress and life satisfaction among Chinese medical students: a cross-sectional study” (MS: 2078121147144773).

Below is the description of our revision according to the editor’s comments.

Editorial Comment:
There is a disturbing redundancy in reporting of too many decimals in the text and tables that should be dealt: Please see that all percentages and mean values include only one decimal, all other estimates (betas, correlation coefficients etc) can have two decimals. All P-values can be kept with three decimals, but please substitute P=0.000 with p<0.001.

Response: Relevant changes were made in the whole manuscript as required by the editor. All the changes were marked in red color.

Besides, several grammar errors were found and corrected, mainly concerning the expressions of “accounted for % of the variance in life satisfaction”.

Best regards,

Pro. Lie Wang